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Phone: (818) 347-3037 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

DOB: 6/1/22Meet FayeFaye and her siblings were found in 

a yard. A good samaritan posted them on Facebook as tiny 

babies. However, at the time, their foster mom had no 

place to put them! Luckily a bottle feeder from the shelter 

saw the posting and took them to foster and grow up. Now 

that theyre ready for adoption, we have them back at 

Kitten Rescue!Faye, Earl Grey, Riri, Ferdie, and Zorro are all 

available for adoption. They must be adopted with another 

kitten or you must have a playful pet at home.\n\nThe 

family is adorable. They live in a lovely cat room with 

scratching posts and plenty of toys to chase. When their 

foster mom comes to check in she receives a swarm of 

happy, playful babies with tails in the air all looking to be 

picked up, held and kissed. Then they go back to playing. 

Each kitten is plug and play... adorable, socialized, 

affectionate, playful.\nIf you are interested in learning 

more about this kitty or in adopting her, please click here 

to email her foster parent.If you are unable to send an 

email to the foster parent through the link included above, 

please contact us and let us know what kitty youre 

interested in. You may also fill out our adoption 

questionnaire to speed up the screening process. Be sure 

to name the cat in the CAT PREFERENCE field at the 

beginning of the questionnaire. If the above links arent 

live, our contact form and questionnaire are available on 

our website at www.kittenrescue.org.For our fees and 

adoption policies and procedures, please click here.
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